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ABSTRACT
Approaches for the representation of refactoring opportuni-
ties and their association with refactorings are usually de-
scribed in an informal basis. This informality can hamper
the creation of catalogues and tools to represent and search
for refactoring opportunities. We propose an unified way
to represent both the conditions in which the application of
a refactoring can be advantageous and the mechanisms to
associate these conditions with refactorings. The resulting
representation mechanisms can be used to express search cri-
teria based on software metrics, structural problems, heuris-
tics or improvements on the software quality.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Tech-
niques—Object-Oriented Programming

General Terms
Refactoring

Keywords
Refactoring, Representation

1. INTRODUCTION
Refactoring [14, 5, 11] is the process of improving the

design of software systems without changing their externally
observable behaviour. Refactoring techniques can help to
incrementally improve the quality attributes [8] of a software
system through the application of behavioural preserving
transformations called refactorings.
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There are several places in a software artefact that can
be a target for refactoring. However, not all of these op-
portunities for refactoring may result in advantages in the
software design. Refactoring opportunities appear in soft-
ware projects in different ways: as an occurrence of bad
smells (well-known kinds of shortcomings that can appear
in software applications), as a result of poor designed classes
or as a way to improve the quality attributes of a given piece
of software.

There are several approaches for the representation of
refactoring opportunities [5, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 19, 9]. How-
ever, there is not an unified way to express these opportu-
nities. The main problems with these approaches are:

(i) Informality. Some of the approaches are too informal
and fail to provide detailed information to allow auto-
mated detection [5, 12, 13, 15, 9].

(ii) Implicit Association with Refactorings. Some approa-
ches do not explicitly and precisely associate refactor-
ings with types of refactoring opportunities [16].

(iii) Implementation Issues. Other approaches [20, 16] need
extra language support to be implemented, such as
support for logic-meta programming or available AST
traversal mechanisms.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We compare and discuss a set of approaches for the
representation of refactoring opportunities in existing
software artefacts (Section 2).

• We propose the combined usage of a set of refactoring
representation approaches and provide a set of mech-
anisms (a) to represent refactoring opportunities in a
language independent way and (b) to associate these
refactoring opportunities with refactorings (Section 3).

These mechanisms help to define the criteria for refactor-
ing opportunities to be considered and which refactorings
should be taken into account. They allow the developers to
focus the search for refactoring opportunities on those op-
portunities that satisfy the specified criteria, enabling the
development of automated tools to search for refactoring
opportunities.
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2. COMPARING EXISTING APPROACHES
This section discusses approaches for the representation

of refactoring opportunities and compares them in terms of
(a) the language used to express the conditions in which
the refactorings should be applied, (b) implementation is-
sues, (c) the kind of refactoring opportunities that can be
identified with the approach and (d) the association with
refactorings.

2.1 Predicate Language
When searching for refactoring opportunities, the devel-

oper should state which are the conditions that trigger the
need to apply a given refactoring. In this paper, the lan-
guage used to express these conditions is called the predi-
cate language. The main qualities expected from the predi-
cate language are the language expressiveness, precision and
simplicity. Three main approaches are used to represent the
conditions:

Textual. Expressing the opportunities for refactoring us-
ing a textual representation is very common and easy to un-
derstand. However, the descriptions tend to be broad and
subjective. It is difficult to implement them without guess-
ing thresholds and simplifying automation. Several authors
use informal descriptions [5, 15, 12, 13, 9], as they are simple
to create and the decision of which refactorings to apply is
delegated to the developers.

Logic Meta-Programming (LMP). LMP helps in de-
fining structural and metric-based shortcomings. The ex-
pressiveness and precision is very good. Usability and im-
plementation issues can appear however, as the specifiers
must known LMP to express the shortcomings and associate
them with refactorings. Tourwe and Mens [20] use LMP to
express bad smells in existing software and to apply refac-
torings in the detected occurrences. They rely on the user to
select parameters and to evaluate if the application makes
sense. Both detection algorithms and refactorings are highly
dependent on the base language support for LMP sentences,
instead of being independent on the implementation mech-
anisms for the detection and application of refactorings.

Propositional Logic. Propositional logic is a simple
logic that has expressiveness and is precise. The devel-
oper can express metric-based, heuristic-based or structural
shortcomings. It is an alternative to the use of LMP in
terms of simplicity. Piveta et al. [16] extend informal defi-
nitions by providing a rigorous definition for situations lead-
ing to refactoring opportunities. Additionally to the infor-
mal description [15], they also provide rigorous definition
and proof-of-concept implementation for five types of bad
smells. Other authors [19, 18] rely on similar mechanisms
to express refactoring conditions.

The approaches using LMP [20] and propositional logic
[16, 19] are preferred as they provide mechanisms to un-
ambiguously express the situations in which the developer
should refactor. The approaches can be combined and tex-
tual descriptions can help to provide informal guidelines for
the shortcomings being expressed.

2.2 Implementation Issues
Each approach requires different levels of effort to imple-

ment supporting tools and environments in a satisfactory
way. Informal approaches are usually harder to implement,
as there is the need to define precise mechanisms to express
the refactoring conditions.

One of the approaches [16] uses AST visitors to express
the algorithms to identify shortcomings in existing artefacts.
Another one [20] relies on LMP to express both the condi-
tions and the associated refactorings. The main problem
with such approaches is the need for a heavy use of meta-
information about the artefacts being refactored. The first
one needs language support to visit ASTs and the second
one relies on the existence of an implementation of logic-
meta programming for the target language. This can make
the implementation of such types of refactoring opportuni-
ties harder than, for example, using a simple predicate logic
to detect the opportunities.

Refactoring opportunities can be expressed for a specific
paradigm, programming or modelling language. This de-
pendency can be valuable as the developer can more easily
express the shortcomings using the language notation. How-
ever, the shortcomings tend to be specific and have to be
adapted to different languages (without being easily reused).
Language (or paradigm) independence frees the developer
to express the shortcomings in a broader sense, including
shortcomings that can appear both in models and source
code or that appear in different languages. It has, however,
the drawback of being harder to express situations which
occur in a particular language.

2.3 Kinds of Opportunities
The following kinds of opportunities for refactoring have

been suggested for the identification of refactoring opportu-
nities:

Metric-Based. Komsan and Muenchaisri [19] state that
metric values can be used to search for refactoring oppor-
tunities in existing software applications. They use an in-
formal metric description plus a threshold to define whether
to apply an associated refactoring or not. The solution is
informal. Simon et al. [18] also use a metric-based approach
to find refactoring opportunities in software artefacts.

Structural Shortcomings. Other authors [16, 20] fo-
cus on structural issues that can appear when analyzing the
software artefacts. These kinds of opportunities can demand
more infra-structure available in the language implementa-
tion to support the use of meta-data.

Heuristic-Based. Heuristics [17] are defined as any tech-
nique that improves the average-case performance on a prob-
lem solving task. The heuristic values are usually an approx-
imation of a knowledge being represented by the heuristic.
In this paper, the heuristics are represented as functions to
quantitatively evaluate a set of quality attributes of a given
element of a model.

2.4 Association with Refactorings
The association of different kinds of refactoring opportu-

nities and refactorings in either implicit or explicit:
Implicit. In informal approaches [5, 15, 9], the associa-

tion is loosely stated and the criteria to weather apply one
refactoring or another is not clearly defined.

Explicit. In explicit approaches [16, 20, 19], the refactor-
ings associated with the different kinds of refactoring oppor-
tunities are explicitly expressed. There is also the possibility
to supply the parameters for each refactoring.

Table 1 shows a comparative table of the existing ap-
proaches to represent refactoring opportunities in software
artefacts.
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Table 1: Comparative between approaches to represent refactoring opportunities
Approach Predicate Repre-

sentation
Implementation Kind of Opportunities Association with

Refactorings
Tourwe and Mens
[20]

Logic-Meta Pro-
gramming

Needs a LMP implementation
for the language. Dependent on
the base language.

Structural, metric-based,
and heuristic-based bad
smells

Explicit

Fowler et al. [5] Textual Cannot be implemented directly. Structural bad smells Implicit
Piveta et al. [16] Textual plus Propo-

sitional Logic
Exemplified using AspectJ AST
visitors.

Structural, metric-based,
and heuristic-based bad
smells

Implicit - Textual

Konsam and
Muenchaisri [19]

Metric Thresholds Can be implemented using
thresholds for metrics

Metric-based bad smells Explicit: One bad
smell, one refactor-
ing

Our Approach Textual plus Propo-
sitional Logic

Can choose different implemen-
tation strategies

Structural, metric-based,
and heuristic-based bad
smells

Explicit

3. REPRESENTING REFACTORING
OPPORTUNITIES

This section discusses how to represent refactoring oppor-
tunities, the conditions in which the refactorings are recom-
mendable and how to associate refactoring conditions with
refactorings.

The following representation and association mechanisms
are based on the same criteria used in the comparison:

Predicate Language. The chosen formalism to express
the refactoring conditions is propositional logic. Proposi-
tional calculus formulae are used to express the situations
that can lead to a refactoring opportunity.

Implementation. The approach is not language or pa-
radigm dependent. It can use the native constructions of the
language to express predicates or meta-data, if supported.

Kind of Opportunities. The approach can be used
to represent bad smells, metric-based and heuristic-based
refactoring opportunities.

Association with refactorings. The association with
refactorings is explicit. When using the approach to search
for refactoring opportunities, there is the need to provide
the refactorings together with the expected parameters.

3.1 Refactoring Opportunities
A refactoring opportunity is a chance to apply a refac-

toring to a software element. If no refactoring conditions
are provided, each possible application of a refactoring is a
refactoring opportunity. Propositional calculus formulae are
used to express the situations that can lead to a refactoring
opportunity and also the mechanisms to represent the as-
sociated refactorings are defined. Refactoring opportunities
can be defined as follows.

Definition 3.1. Let a refactoring opportunity Ro(ε, λ)
be a pair, where λ is a refactoring and ε is a software el-
ement (i.e. a class, a method, an attribute). A refactoring
opportunity is the possibility to apply the refactoring λ to the
software element ε.

Usually the goal of refactoring is to improve the quality
of the artefact itself or the overall software quality. This im-
provement can be evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively.
Other authors propose techniques to spot artefacts that can
be benefited from refactoring [16, 19, 13], techniques to
quantitatively evaluate the satisfiability of the quality at-
tributes using impact functions [2, 1] and heuristics to eval-
uate these quality attributes.

When searching for refactoring opportunities, there is the
need to reduce the number of opportunities to be evaluated.
This can be accomplished by associating a predicate express-
ing in which conditions one or more refactorings can be ap-
plied to improve software quality. The condition is called a
refactoring condition and the refactorings are called associ-
ated refactorings. The following definition can be made:

Definition 3.2. An association between an indicative of
shortcomings in the existing software with the refactorings
that can be used to improve the software is an ordered pair
A = 〈 ϕ,R 〉, in which:

• ϕ is a propositional calculus formula, called refactoring
condition.

• R is a finite set of refactorings, called associated refac-
torings.

A refactoring condition is then used by a search func-
tion to evaluate if the existing software elements satisfy the
defined predicate. A refactoring condition aims to express
when the application of a refactoring is advantageous to the
goals of the software development team.

3.2 Using Refactoring Conditions to Search
for Refactoring Opportunities

The refactoring conditions and the association of these
conditions with refactorings can be used to search for refac-
toring opportunities. This search can be described as a func-
tion, as follows.

Definition 3.3. A function to compute refactorings in a
software system is a function f : A, E → Ros, in which:

• A is an association between a refactoring condition and
a set of refactorings.

• E is the set of elements in the software system for
which refactoring opportunities will be searched.

• Ros is a multimap Ro between each software element
that matches the predicate expressed in the association
A and all the associated refactorings that are applicable
to that element. This map contains the refactoring
opportunities for the software and is represented as Ro.

A general algorithm for the search for refactoring oppor-
tunities is showed as follows.
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SearchForROS(A,E)
1 H ← ∅
2 for each e in E
3 do if A.ϕ(e)
4 then H.add(e,A.R)
5 return H

The SearchForROS function receives an association A
and a set of program elements E and returns a multimap
H, containing the refactoring opportunities present in the
software elements.

4. EXAMPLES
This section shows practical examples of how the repre-

sentation mechanisms can be used to describe functions to
search for shortcomings in existing software and refactorings
that can be used to improve this software. The emphasis is
on three kinds of refactoring opportunities that appear when
developing software: (a) bad smells occurrences, (b) metric-
based heuristics and (c) improvements based on predicted
metric values (impact functions).

4.1 Representing Metric-Based Bad Smells
This section presents two examples discussing bad smells

in aspect-oriented software [10]. The first example deals
with the occurrences of large aspects [16], which are aspects
that tries to embrace too many responsibilities or is bloated
by too many operations. The second example is a bad smell
named borrowed pointcuts [19]. The removal of this bad
smell reduces the coupling between pointcuts of unrelated
aspects.

Large Aspects. Piveta et al. [16] state that whenever
an aspect tries to deal with more than one concern, it can
be divided in as many aspects as there are concerns. This
smell is usually discovered when the developer finds several
unrelated aspect members (fields, pointcuts, inter-type dec-
larations) in the same aspect.

If aspect members related to different concerns can exist
inside a class, use the Extract Class refactoring [5]. If these
members are aspect exclusive structures, use the Extract
Aspect to deal with these related members [12]. Piveta et
al. [16] also state that Extract Sub-Class can be applied
to reduce the size of aspects. Other refactorings that can
be applied include: Move Method or Advice, Push Down
Method, Pull Up Method and Pull Up Advice.

For example, if we want to express the association between
large aspects and the refactorings that can be applied to
remove or minimize the shortcoming, we can express it as:

ϕ1(µ) = wom(µ) >= 10

R1 = {Extract Class,Extract Aspect,
Move Method, Pull Up Advice, . . .}

LA1 = 〈 ϕ1(µ),R1 〉

In this case, the weighted operations in module (wom) metric
counts the number of operations in a given module [3], i.e.
the number of methods, advices and inter-type method or
constructor declarations of an aspect.

Borrowed Pointcuts. Komsan and Muenchaisri [19]
describe a bad smell named borrowed pointcut, in which a
pointcut is referred by advices pertaining to other aspects
which are not sub-aspects of the pointcut owner. They de-
fine a metric which computes the number of non-subaspects

advices referring to a pointcut of an aspect (NNSAdP) and
state that the borrowed pointcut bad smell occurs whenever
the value of this metric is higher than zero. They also state
that a refactoring named extractXPI can be applied in such
situations. This situation can be expressed more precisely
as:

ϕ2(µ) = nnsadp(µ) >= 0

R2 = {extractXPI(µ, newName)}
LA2 = 〈 ϕ2(µ),R2 〉

The LA2 pair can then be used to search for refactoring
opportunities.

4.2 Representing Heuristic-Based Refactoring
Opportunities

Consider, for example, an hypothetical heuristic function
to compute reusability, where m1 . . .mn are metrics and w1

. . .wn are weights:

reusability(µ) = w1 ∗m1 + . . .+ wn ∗mn (1)

This heuristic can be used to define a predicate. In the
following example, the developer chooses to set the thresh-
old for detection to 0.15. This means that whenever the
reusability function value is equal or below 0.15, there is the
opportunity to apply one or more refactorings defined in the
R3 set:

ϕ3(µ) = reusability(µ) <= 0.15

R3 = {Set of Refactorings
that Improve the Heuristic V alues}

LA3 = 〈 ϕ3(µ),R3 〉

Note that several heuristics and metrics can be composed
to form more complex ones.

4.3 Representing Opportunities based on Im-
pact Functions

Current research on the evaluation of the effects of refac-
toring in software artefacts focuses on the creation of impact
functions [2, 1] to predict changes in metric values when a
refactoring is applied to those artefacts. These impact func-
tions guide the developer in choosing the best refactorings
in each situation. The decision of moving features between
classes can be supported by impact functions, which obtain
the metric values of each resulting refactoring, without actu-
ally performing the transformation. To express such situa-
tions, the developer can use these impact functions together
with heuristics.

For example, suppose that the developer uses a set of
impact functions to predict the new values of the reusabil-
ity function when the Extract Class refactoring is applied.
These new values can be used to compute the modified value
of the heuristic function for µ. The predicted value for the
heuristic can be expressed as reusability(µ’).

If, for example, the developer wants to search for opportu-
nities for the application of the Extract Class refactoring to
only those classes where the increase in reusability is higher
than 20%, the following refactoring opportunity can be ex-
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pressed and used in a search function:

ϕ4(µ) = reusability(µ′) > reusability(µ) ∗ 1.2

R4 = {Extract Class}
LA = 〈 ϕ4(µ),R4 〉

The developer can then focus the refactoring efforts in
the cases where the impact of the application of a given
refactoring is high.

5. CASE STUDY
This section shows how refactoring conditions can be used

to search for refactoring opportunities in existing software
applications. First, occurrences of the large aspect bad smell
are searched in three software applications. After that, oc-
currences of refactoring opportunities in one software appli-
cation are discussed.

5.1 Searching for Bad Smells
We searched for the large aspect bad smell using the refac-

toring condition defined in Section 4.1 in three applications:
the AspectJ Examples (shipped with the IBM implementa-
tion), the AspectJ GoF design patterns [6], developed by
Hannemman and Kiczales [7] and the Glassbox Inspector,
available as Open Source at Java.Net1. The occurrences of
large aspect are summarised as follows.

Project Large Aspects # of Aspects
AspectJ Examples 1 27
AJ Design Pat-
terns

2 42

Glassbox 2 26

The large aspect bad smell appears in one of 27 aspects in
the AspectJ examples, in two of 42 aspects in the AJ Design
Patterns and in two of 26 aspects in the Glassbox Inspector.

The aspect detected as a large aspect in the AspectJ ex-
amples is an aspect named Debug. It defines advices dealing
with multiple concerns. It specifies joinpoints regarding user
interface modification, changes in the registry contents, and
ship collisions, among others. Although all of these fea-
tures are related to system debugging, they can be divided
in several aspects, each one with a different perspective on
debugging.

In the AspectJ Design Patterns, the first large aspect is
an aspect named BooleanInterpretation. It is responsi-
ble for adding methods to perform the replace and copy

operations in five classes. To provide such methods, ten
inter-type method declarations were used. This aspect can
be broken in two aspects (one for the copy additions, an-
other for the replace operations) or into five separated as-
pects: one per affected class. The second detected large
aspect (named ClickChain) defines four parent declarations
(Frame, Panel and Button implements Handler and Click

implements Request) and defines inter-type declaration meth-
ods to add handle and accept behaviour to the Button,
Panel and Frame classes. It also defines a pointcut to handle
clicks in the ChainOfResponsibility pattern implementa-
tion. This aspect can be divided per affected classes (one as-
pect for affected class) or per operation (handle or accept).
1https://glassbox-inspector.dev.java.net/

Two aspects were detected in the Glassbox Inspector as
large ones. The aspect named LogManagement has thirteen
crosscutting members. Eight of them are inter-type method
declarations that provide basic functionality for classes that
should be logged. Instead of having methods separated
methods to log errors, warnings, info and debug informa-
tion, the developers could replace them by a general solu-
tion, passing the severity as a formal argument: log(...,

Severity severity).
The ErrorHandling aspect has eleven crosscutting mem-

bers but does not need to be reduced. There is a pointcut
named handlingScope that composes five other pointcuts
and is used by an around advice. This advice ensures that
errors in the monitoring code will not damage the underly-
ing application code. As the pointcut predicate is a large
one, the developers split the predicate into five others.

5.2 Searching for Heuristic-Based Refactor-
ing Opportunities

This case study uses traditional object-oriented metrics
composed as a function to evaluate reusability. Such func-
tion is used to search for refactoring opportunities in an
existing application for exemplification purposes. We use
three metrics to compute reusability :

• WMC. The weighted methods per class (wmc) metric
counts the number of operations in a given class [4].

• DIT. The value for depth of inheritance tree (dit) is
given by the longest path from a module to the class
hierarchy root [4].

• NOC. The number of children (noc) represents the
number of direct sub-classes for a given class [4].

Considering these specific metrics, we can assume that
the higher the values for dit and noc, the greater the reuse,
since inheritance is a form or reuse [4]; the more operations
a class has, the less reusable it is. Therefore, high values of
wmc contribute to decrease reuse. We also consider that dit
and noc have the same importance for reusability and are
slightly more important than wmc.

Given the metrics, the assumptions and the relative im-
portance of each metric over the others, we defined a reusabil-
ity function as an aggregation. To normalize the values of
each metric, the values are divided by the maximum value
of this metric in the evaluated software model, denoted as
m(µ), where µ is the metric and m is the function that com-
putes a maximum expected value for this metric. We also
normalized the heuristic to return values in the [0,1] interval.
With this interval it is easier to compare and evaluate sev-
eral functions simultaneously. This interval can be seen as
the percentage of satisfiability of a given quality attribute.

The reusability function used in this illustrative case study
is defined as:

reusability = 0.2 ∗ (1− wmc/m(wmc)) +

0.4 ∗ (dit/m(dit)) + 0.4 ∗ (noc/m(noc))

Please note that this function was created for illustrative
purposes and it does not meant to be the best heuristic to
measure reusability in existing classes.

To illustrate the search for heuristic-based refactoring op-
portunities, we choose the My SQL Connector J Java driver,
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Table 2: Classes matching the refactoring condition
Class wmc dit noc Heuristic
Connection 313 1 0 0.08
ResultSet 246 0 1 0.09
UltraDevWorkAround 154 0 0 0.10
DatabaseMetaData 211 2 0 0.11
MysqlIO 69 0 0 0.15

which converts JDBC calls to native MySQL calls. The Ver-
sion 5.0 contains 200 classes and the respective source code
has 40.000 lines of code. For this evaluation, the metric val-
ues were computed for all the classes and subsequently we
computed the heuristic values.

Table 2 shows the classes with heuristic values match-
ing the refactoring condition with the worst values for the
heuristic.

These classes can be seen as the most problematic ones,
according to the heuristic function. The top ranked classes
can be then inspected to quantitatively evaluate the effects
of each associated refactoring. The approach is iterative,
whenever the developer change some classes, the heuristic
function can be automatically recalculated and a new rank-
ing computed.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper compares a set of approaches to represent op-

portunities for refactoring in existing software. A set of
representation mechanisms is proposed to provide a precise
way to describe the refactoring conditions, the association of
conditions with refactorings and how the search for refactor-
ing opportunities can be conducted. Examples are provided
to illustrate the use of the representation and association
mechanisms.

The use of such mechanisms can enable the developers
to express refactoring conditions and the association with
refactorings in a precise and reusable way. The implemen-
tation of these mechanisms for a target language can help
in the task of expressing opportunities for refactoring and
focusing the refactoring efforts on the most impacting short-
comings.

Future work should focus on the integration of these rep-
resentation mechanisms with a refactoring process, allowing
the use of these representations in all refactoring activities.
This includes the selection of refactoring opportunities that
are more suitable to the quality model of the project, the
selection of the most adequate refactorings, the evaluation
of the refactoring effects and the analysis of trade-offs and
prioritisation of the refactoring opportunities.
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